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The Progress

Every four years, an event captivates the attention of the vast majority of the American 
public. It is the Summer Olympics. It is difficult to pick up a newspaper, turn on the radio, 
or watch television without receiving a report on what is happening in Barcelona.!

The presence of the "Dream Team" adds a sense of awe to this year's Olympics as a 
team of the best players in professional and college basketball represents the United 
States of America. Yet, what grabs our attention and tugs at our emotions is often the 
hard-won victory of a teenager or young adult who emerges as a gold medal winner. In 
that moment of triumph, we rejoice with the young man or woman in a unique way.!

Winners don't happen by accident!

What happens so often on television after an Olympic victory is a video vignette of the 
young man or woman who has just claimed a gold medal. We learn about the winner's 
hometown, school, and family. What we also learn is the incredible amount of training, 
dedication, commitment and time given to becoming the best in a particular athletic 
event.!

There is no doubt that the Olympics focus in on the influence of sports in our culture and 
our country, as young athletes develop skills, strength and stamina to perfect the ability 
of the human body in a particular sport. Olympic winners don't happen by accident. They 
are the result of commitment and dedication.!

Run to win the prize!

St. Paul often uses the image of athletic events to describe the challenge of the Christian 
life. We are told to run the good race, to capture the crown of victory as we try to respond 
to the challenge of the Gospel and the message of Jesus Christ.!

Once again, the Olympics raise the question for me of how do we as a community of 
faith communicate to young people, as well as to people of all ages, the exciting and 
challenging opportunity we have to live the Christian life. Each one of us has an allotted 
amount of time given to us to claim victory. How can we generate excitement and 
commitment to the values of the spirit, to religious convictions and beliefs?!

The importance of “something more"!

Somehow or other, we need to appreciate ourselves and share with others that religious 
values offer "something more." That "something more" is rooted in asking ourselves 
about the goal and purpose of life , the unending search for happiness, the quest for 
immortality. Yet, the real difficulty with the importance of religious values is that they are 
so often counter-cultural. Yet, daring to be different, daring to live out values and beliefs, 
daring to be a person of commitment can be life giving and energizing.
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There is no doubt that the message of the Gospel and the tradition of our faith 
community call young people and all of us to a radical response to life. We are asked to 
be disciples of Jesus. We join with others to be a community of faith and worship. We 
adhere to religious convictions which asks us to recognize Christ among the poor, which 
calls us to be people conscious of our baptismal vocation to ministry, which emphasizes 
the value of life from the moment of conception to the moment of natural death. Christ 
asks His disciples to use their gifts of mind and body in ways which respect the values of 
these God-given gifts. There is no doubt that this is an enormous challenge today in a 
consumer-oriented and materialistic society. Disciples of Jesus may well find the gift of 
sexuality to be a special challenge in today's society. And yet, the challenge is there to 
appreciate sexuality as a gift which finds meaning and fulfillment in Christian marriage.!

The need for spirituality!

What needs to be done to pass on the values of the Gospel and our community of faith 
which will inspire young people and all people of good will? Somehow or other, I believe 
we must share the spirituality of the Gospel and our tradition, a spirituality which looks for 
"something more" than the tangible realities of life. We must find ways to evoke the 
adventure and excitement which comes from a commitment to the Gospel. We must see 
the value of the work, commitment and sacrifice involved in being a disciple of Jesus.!

Every four years, the Olympics present athletic champions to us, young men and women 
who have sacrificed much to reach this moment of glory. Perhaps the Olympics might 
challenge us to find ways to support and encourage young people and one another to 
seek the victory of faith. It is a prize well worth living and dying for. May God's grace and 
peace be yours.!
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